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Abstract
Now that computers and the Internet have radically changed
the way businesses create and transmit information,
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questions about discovery rules in litigation continue to
arise, such as which party should pay for producing
electronic discovery. The courts are now considering cost
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shifting when the cost of production is unduly burdensome
on the producing party by applying a seven-factor test.
However, cost shifting is not always considered or granted,
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which is why it is important to have electronic documents

UW School of Law

relevant to anticipated litigation accessible in order to
minimize the cost of producing electronic discovery.
This Article will examine how courts are determining who
should pay for electronic document production and suggest
how lawyers should advice their clients in order to reduce
the cost and burden of producing e-discovery.
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INTRODUCTION
<1>

The consequence of not having relevant electronic discovery
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accessible when litigation arises can mean $16.5 million dollars,
which was Medtronic's estimated cost of production in its trade
secrets litigation. 2 Because rules are changing as a result of the
increasing amount of electronic discovery (e-discovery), a
current question facing the courts today is which party should
bear the cost of production.
<2>

When the cost of production of e-discovery is unduly

burdensome, parties producing discovery are asking the court to
shift the costs to the requesting party. In deciding whether
cost-shifting is appropriate, the Southern District of New York in
the case of Zubulake v. UBS developed a test (which other
courts are using as guidance) where the court decides how
important the sought-after evidence is in comparison to the cost
of production. The court takes into consideration factors such as
the needs of the case, the resources of the parties, the amount
of controversy, the issues at stake, and the importance of the
proposed discovery in resolving the issue.3 This new test is
gradually, and generally, replacing a prior test under which the
courts were more likely to shift the cost to the producing party
upon request.
<3>

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules proposed an

amendment to Rule 26 of Civil Procedure where a party does
not need to provide electronically stored information that is not
reasonably accessible. Whether or not the amendment is
implemented businesses need to anticipate high costs of
production and take proactive steps to minimize such expense.

ACCESSIBILITY OF STORED RECORDS
<4>

Courts and businesses agree that discovery requests

become costly when data is stored in inaccessible formats
requiring an enormous amount of time to locate volumes of
electronic information. One of the most challenging issues
involved in electronic discovery is finding the “physical” location
of the information.4 Network servers can connect and store
data from many employees’ computers in different offices, cities,
and even different countries throughout a multinational
organization. Relevant information may be stored in employees’
desktops, laptop computers, and removable data storage
devices. 5 Furthermore, people fail to recognize that most
documents are created on computers and more significantly,
that many of these documents are never printed to paper. 6 As
a result, many documents are not as accessible now as they
used to be when records were kept in printed form.
<5>

The importance of quick accessibility to these computer-
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generated documents varies for each business. In general, from
a business perspective, the priority of having records easily
accessible from the computer starts relatively high and then
decreases with the age of the record. 7 From a regulatory
perspective, however, depending of the type of records,
business, and jurisdiction the expectation of when documents
should be readily available varies. For instance in some cases
the expectation is for the first two to three years of the required
retention period, which is the period when the potential
investigation or litigation is likely to occur.8 In situations when
the issue is citizen complaints the retention period and
accessibility period may be up to seven years. 9 The reality is
that there is no specific period of time across the board. As a
result each business needs to be familiar with the applicable
regulations and manage the retention of documents accordingly.
Additionally, the Federal Records Act (FRA) and federal
regulations allow agencies to develop internal guidelines for
document retention and destruction.10 Even though the
required retention period is such a gray area, when the question
is raised with respect to civil litigation one rule is clear: once a
party reasonably anticipates litigation will occur it must suspend
the destruction of documents. 11 It then follows that once a
business anticipates litigation the business should take
reasonable steps to make sure relevant documents are easily
accessible.

DOCUMENT RETENTION POLICIES AND LITIGATION
<6>

An effective document retention policy will vary depending

on the business and its needs. In order to have a workable
retention policy the business needs to know what the retention
period is for each specific type of document. 12 Although this
article does not focus in any one particular practice area or
business, as a general rule the first step should always be to
ensure that the document retention is consistent with federal,
state, and local legislation and regulation. 13 Given that the duty
to preserve electronic documents exists, it is important to take
proactive steps in order to minimize costs.
<7>

The high costs of document production arise when data is

stored in a disorganized manner requiring people to review the
information in order to locate the relevant information. These
costs can be substantial and may defeat the purpose of a fair,
just, and speedy resolution of a dispute. Document retention
policies should be designed to prevent unnecessary time and
effort in locating relevant information, as well as provide a
framework and storage location for dealing with confidential
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company information.14
<8>

While courts may be understanding in situations where

documents are not readily available or accessible, electronic
data is discoverable and the producing party can be required to
design a computer program to extract the requested data from
its computerized business records in order to make it available
to the requesting party.15 This can prove costly!
<9>

The court in Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC (Zubulake I)

was interested in the producing party’s computer system when
faced with cost-shifting because whether production of
documents is unduly burdensome depends mainly on whether
the information is kept in an accessible or inaccessible
format. 16 The court started with an analysis of the five ways in
which electronic data can be stored and determined that UBS,
the producing party, maintained the data in an accessible and
usable format. 17 The court at a later date ordered the
producing party to pay for most of the production costs stating
that cost-shifting is not appropriate when documents are stored
in accessible format. 18 Similarly, the court in McPeek v.
Ashcroft wrote a detailed analysis of the producing party’s
(defendant/employer) computer and archived backup system. 19
The McPeek case involved retaliation claims where the court was
persuaded by the plaintiff that relevant e-mails related and
material to the claims had been deleted but stored on backup
tapes. 20 As a result the court ordered the producing party to
perform backup restoration of e-mails connected to the
plaintiff’s computer for one year. 21
<10>

The results will differ depending on the litigation itself, the

relevance of the documents, how accessible the documents are,
whether the inaccessibility of documents is intentional, and the
resources available to each party. Although the courts will look
at these and many other factors, the above cases are indicative
of the courts’ inclination toward having the producing party pay
for most of the cost or have the requested information restored
at the producing party’s expense. A way to resolve this problem
is to extract all the electronic documents relevant to the
litigation from the document retention policy and preserve them
in an accessible manner from the moment there is a reasonable
expectation of litigation. The importance of taking this step is to
avoid extra costs since it is unlikely the court will shift the cost
if the producing party ought to have anticipated producing the
documents.

COURT’S APPROACH TO COST-SHIFTING (ZUBULAKE I)
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<11>

Judge Scheindlin of the South District Court in New York

was faced with various interesting issues pertaining to electronic
discovery and in fact wrote six different opinions.22 Of
particular interest is the new test Judge Scheindlin implemented
with respect to cost shifting, which is the sole focus of this
article. Other issues addressed by the court in the various
opinions will not be addressed here but some are addressed in
other articles.23
<12>

It is common in litigation for the producing party to ask

the requesting party to pay for the cost of the archived
information if producing such information is costly and
burdensome. The most recent case dealing with this issue is
Zubulake I. The decision in Zubulake I is instructive because it
shows that while courts are now considering shifting the cost of
production to the requesting party, cost shifting does not have
to be considered in every case involving the discovery of
electronic data (emphasis added). 24 Equally important, only the
costs of restoration and searching, not all costs, may be
shifted.25
<13>

The Southern District of New York in U.S. v. Rowe

Entertainment was the first court to consider the issue of costshifting in the context of electronic records, in which the court
set forth eight equally-weighted factors in order to determine if
cost-shifting was appropriate. 26 All the subsequent cases that
applied the Rowe test shifted the cost to the requesting
party.27 This trend stopped with Zubulake I. In fact, in
Thompson v. U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development,
which followed Zubulake I, the District Court of Maryland
discredited the Rowe test writing that “[Rowe] has been
perceived as permitting too easily the shifting of the expense of
production from the producing party to the requesting party.”28
<14>

The Zubulake I court determined that the Rowe test was

inappropriate because it was incomplete and gave equal weight
to all of the factors when some should be given more weight. 29
The court, in following the requirements of Rule 26 of Civil
Procedure (consideration of the amount in controversy, the
parties’ resources, the importance of the issues at stake, and
the importance of the proposed discovery) modified these
factors. The Zubulake I court enumerated a seven-factor test
and cautioned that all seven factors should not be weighed
equally. The new factors include: (1) the extent to which the
request is specifically tailored to relevant information; (2) the
availability of such information; (3) the total cost of production
compared to the amount in controversy; (4) the total cost of
production compared to the resources available to each party;
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(5) the relative ability of each party to control costs and its
incentive to do so; (6) the importance of the issues at stake;
and (7) the relative benefits to the parties of obtaining the
information.30
<15>

In its more enhanced approach to the seven factors, the

Zubulake I court suggests that its first two factors (the extent to
which the request is specifically tailored to relevant information
and the availability of such information) are the most important,
while the seventh factor (the relative benefits of production) is
the least important. It is significant to note that although the
importance of the litigation will rarely come into play, factor six
(importance of the issues at stake) will weigh heavier than any
other factor when the case has broad public impact.31 In other
words, these seven factors are only a guide for answering the
core question: how important is the sought-after evidence in
comparison to the cost of production?
<16>

Although the Zubulake I test is not binding authority

outside of New York, courts throughout the country are adopting
the same seven-factor analysis and rationale resulting in a
denial of overall cost-shifting.32

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
FEDERAL RULES ON ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY
<17>

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has proposed the

following amendment to Rule 26(b)(2)(C) of Civil Procedure
pertaining to electronic discovery:
a party does not need to provide electronically
stored information that is not reasonably accessible.
If the requesting party moves to compel discovery,
the responding party must demonstrate that the
information is not reasonably accessible. If that
showing is made, the court may still order the party
to provide the information if the requesting party
shows good cause. After showing of good cause, the
court may impose conditions and terms on the
discovery of electronically stored information that is
not reasonably accessible. 33
<18>

The Judicial Conference Committee on Rules of Practice

and Procedure has not yet approved this proposal. If approved,
the change could become effective on December 1, 2006.34

CONCLUSION
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<19>

The cost of electronic document production in litigation can

be substantial if documents are not stored in formats that can
be easily accessible. Although courts can consider shifting the
cost of production, the Zubulake I analysis, which is being
followed throughout the country, will more likely impose the
majority of the cost burden on the producing party. Hence, it is
important to anticipate and minimize the costs of producing ediscovery. A way to do this is to design an effective document
retention policy that allows for documents to be retrieved and
placed in accessible mediums once litigation is anticipated. This
way the business can meet its goals in maintaining and
destroying documents at the appropriate time, while avoiding
headaches and high costs when discovery requests are made.

PRACTICE POINTERS
Attorneys should be involved in helping their clients
develop a document retention program that identifies
the type of documents the clients have and the legal
retention period.
As soon as the attorney finds out of the potential
litigation, the attorney and client should identify
where relevant information is and how to save it.
Attorneys should be proactive and find out from
opposing counsel exactly what documents are being
sought in order to limit the documents that are
being saved.
Attorneys should make sure all employees are aware
of the documents that are to be saved and retained
for litigation in order to avoid unintentional
destruction of relevant information.
<< Top
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